7” Digital LCD Color Monitor with Four (4) Camera Inputs

- New touch panel control buttons
- Built-in trigger switch to reverse, front, left or right side camera views. No additional switch box to install!
- Engineered to handle the rigors of commercial trucking while still providing the user with the highest quality sound and image available
- Commercial grade housing equipped with easy touch backlit buttons
- 7G Rating!
- New LED backlight on LCD panel for longer life!
- Picture image may be adjusted for horizontal, vertical, mirror and normal viewing.
- The 4-camera inputs can be trigger activated for use with reverse, right and left side cameras
- Satellite Navigation can also be added using a camera input
- Multiple language displays available: English, French, Spanish and more!
- On-screen function menus are user friendly, quick and simple to use
- Multiple video formats available: PAL/NTSC
- 22-Pin: 4 camera input, 1 video output and audio output
- 10v-32v power range, 65' heavy duty camera cable
- Recess mounting bracket, fan mounting bracket, "U" mounting bracket, for versatile installs
- Built-in speaker
- Removable sun shield, full function remote and more included.

Zone Defense® offers the “Zone Defense” Brand 7” Monitor built tough for the demands of our commercial customers. With a new digital display, this monitor will deliver crisper images than our “SYS” models along with new touch panel control buttons for faster camera and menu selections. The monitor housing has the same rubberized coating that Zone Defense® was first to bring to the market.

This system can be arranged in multiple variations just by substituting or adding up to four cameras.

*All Zone Defense® components are interchangeable.
†See warranty for details.
## Zone Defense Brand 7” System

### Turn your new system into a Shutter Camera System, ZD.323.1.SH.4P

**Shutter Camera, CAM.313SH.4P**
- CCD, COLOR with audio and IR
- Super wide viewing angle
- High speed shutter mechanism
- Automatic heater turns on when ambient temperature falls below 10ºC (optional)
- Weatherproof and water resistant: IP67
- Night vision distance: 10m
- Requires purchase of a shutter camera cable

### Or turn it into a Heated Camera System, ZD.323.1.CH

**Heated Camera, CAM.313CH**
- CCD, COLOR with audio and IR
- Super wide viewing angle: 180 degrees
- Automatic heater turns on when ambient temperature falls below 10ºC (optional)
- Weatherproof and water resistant: IP67
- 12 IR LED’s

### Turn your new system into a Side Viewer System, ZD.323.1.MS

**Color Night-Vision Side Camera**
- CAM.313MS
  - The standard side camera on 3-camera LCD systems.
  - High-tech, zero light night-vision

### Or easily connect it to your license plate, ZD.323.1.LPB

**License Plate Bar Camera**
- CAM.313LPB
  - License Bar Camera with “180” degree view super wide-angle camera (4 Infrared emitters)
  - Camera uses existing license plate mounting screws